
 

 

 
 
 
Sustainability Measures (RRR) 
 

Regenerate 
900+ Hire Fleet 
The Econ own brand hire fleet is renewed every 5 years, we refurbish and 
resell the majority of these vehicles to extend their working life. 
 
Manufacturing 
In high calibre steel ensures maximum recycling yield from scrapped 
vehicles. 
 

Restore 
Solar Panels 
Our first big step towards energy regeneration was installing 800 
photovoltaic panels panels on the entire factory roof. By reducing our draw 
on the national grid and saving carbon it made us more sustainable.  
 

Reduce 
Waste Management  
Econ minimise the production of Waste by recycling or re-using whenever 
practicable and dispose of residual waste safely.  We pre-sort production 
bi-products such as paint, metal, plastic, cardboard and paper into grades 
before being placed into the collection bins of our local recycling partners 
which negates the need for extra sorting once at the local recyclers yard..  
We also minimise the amount of clean plate scrap generated by using the 
latest nesting software for our laser cutter. 
 
Laser Cutting  
In 2010 – Econ migrated to Laser cutting technology which was our first 
major investment in sustainable technology.   Laser cutting allows us to 
manufacture the majority of our 4000 components from raw metal from far 
fewer localised sources.  Resulting in reduced waste, power usage and 
less miles travelled. 
 
A nesting programme tessellates the parts to be cut into the most efficient 
way to maximise the use of each piece of metal, using waste areas for 
smaller components.  Etching identity numbers on each component will 
improve efficiencies and speed up parts recognition for service and 
dispatch. 



 

 

 
 
 
 
Using nitrogen, provides a cleaner cut so paint adheres better to the 
welding joints which are constantly under stress from corrosive salts, to 
increase durability.  Econ vehicles are already known for their high build 
quality and longevity - but this will re-enforce these brand attributes.   
 
In the future we plan to explore the viability of creating our own on demand 
nitrogen generation plant, compared to our current method of buying in 
bulk, this will reduce the risk of explosion from storage of combustible 
gases, and with no more deliveries, a reduction in our carbon footprint. 

 

Solar Luminaries  
We have replaced the halide lights for 'Industry sensing LED luminaries' in 
the entire factory. These sense movements within the work space and 
adjust the light strength accordingly.  
 
Air Compressor  
We have just installed the latest two stage variable speed air compressor. 
Whilst the machine is a like for like replacement technologies in electric 
motor manufacture have moved forward. Using 'power on demand' rather 
than 'always on' technology ensures we have the most environmentally 
friendly option available. 
 
Heating 
A new zoned heating system supports varied shift patterns within the 
factory and reroute filtered warm air from the compressor and welding fume 
systems during winter. 
 
Vehicle Operations 
We developed an in cab pre-programmable control box (Spargo) to 
distribute optimum levels of de-icing solution to treat roads 
effectively. 
 
We collaborated with 3rd parties to build a route guidance system into the 
Spargo box to allow routes and distribution rates to be set, ensuring 
minimum number of miles travelled during vehicle operation. We have 
estimated that this will reduce the amount of salt distributed and miles 
travelled by upto 5% (subject to weather conditions). 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
Euro 6 Standard 
Econ bodies are built on donor manufacturer chassis chosen by customers. 
We are limited by manufacturers adaptation of lower or no carbon 
technology. But we have used Euro 6 'low emission engines' since 2015. 
With an average 10 year lifespan, we anticipate that by 2025 all customer 
owned Econ highway maintenance vehicles will be Euro 6 minimum.  Next 
year, all 900+ hire vehicles will be converted to this new lower emission 
technology. 
 
Alloa & Cardiff Service Hubs  
Invested £3.4M in 2 strategically placed state of the art service centres, 
means our new sites are above standard for heat loss and electricity 
consumption, and they reduce the number of miles travelled to return 
vehicles for summer maintenance. 
 
Contractors and Suppliers 
Our supply chain managers source suppliers, contractors and components 
from local sources to support the local infrastructure and reduce the carbon 
footprint of materials.  Only companies with similarly high standards for 
sustainability will be added to our supply chain.  
 
Using local suppliers benefits the local infrastructure and helps lower the 
co² emissions by reducing the levels of transportation associated with 
delivering component parts to our site in Ripon. The supply chain manager 
monitors Econ’s purchasing and minimises the ordering of unnecessary 
items that ultimately will cause excess waste and increase the need for co² 
consumption. 
 
The supply chain manager also has a mandate to monitor purchasing 
levels, to reduce excess waste and the amount of co² consumed in 
deliveries. They are committed to recycling all production bi-products 
including metal, paint, plastics and cardboard. 
 
Employee Best Practice  
Employees adopt energy saving practices such as fully turning off 
computers & lights and ensuring that heating is not used in excess. 
Ambient working temperatures are maintained throughout the working 
environment with the use of thermostats to maintain a comfortable working 
climate. All employees are issued with company fleeces to use instead of 
relying on heating appliances which all contribute to co² emission output. 



 

 

 
 
 
 
Lower Carbon Commuting 
Many of the Econ team live within a short bike or drive to Econ and take 
advantage of the Bike to Work and Car share schemes that we run. 
 
This year, Econ have introduced a policy to change their management fleet 
to electric hybrid vehicles. 
 
Alternative Fuel Vehicles 
ECON are working with our main suppliers to develop more sustainable 
donor vehicles. We are forging partnerships that will provide alternative 
technologies for vehicle operations ie: electricity or hydrogen to go beyond 
vehicle propulsion and provide more viable fully sustainable solutions for 
highway maintenance vehicles. 
 
In collaboration with Leyland DAF we have developed a new drive system 
which will enable us to use smaller capacity vehicles for urban areas with a 
direct fuel/carbon saving of 5%. The weight saving makes this urban 
vehicle more ecological and efficient. Every litre of diesel saved will burn 
2.63kg C02 less. 
 
As part of our hire fleet sustainability, we are always looking for new 
technology which meets or exceeds the Government standards for carbon 
emissions. We have this year, successfully developed, trialled and rolled 
out a new MAN donor chassis which has a direct Selective Catalytic 
Reduction (SCR) engine to meet the Euro 6 standards. Negating the need 
for an exhaust recirculating system, this simpler engine, has less moving 
parts and is more effective for 'ultra low emission' in urban settings. It is 
also lighter and has longer service intervals which reduces operating costs 
for our customers. 
 
We are working with cab manufacturers and other 3rd parties to develop 
effective 'alternative fuel source' vehicles and will offer these to our 
customers as soon as they become more financially viable for their wide 
range of contractual obligations. At present, Hydrogen with it's lower weight 
loss and longer range capabilities, seems to be a more viable alternative to 
fossil fuel for these particular applications. 
 


